**Quote of the Day**

"Well, there's a really easy way:"  

Noam Chomsky

---

**Graft Charges Against Top Officials to be Probed**

**KABUL** - The High Council on Rule of Law and Anti-Corruption has ordered a probe into graft allegations against senior government officials.

The officials, if found guilty, must be punished in line with the law, the council stressed, while asking the special anti-corruption unit to investigate the allegations.

A statement from the Presidential Palace said the council "is continuing the charges at video conference chaired by President Ashraf Ghani."

The conference discussed a report on the implementation of the national strategy for combating corruption and the statement said the council began audio and video conferences of the participants relevant information regarding the implementation of the strategy for eradicating corruption.

The special anti-corruption secretariat head provided the participants relevant information regarding the implementation of the strategy for eradicating corruption.

The president referred to reports by high-ranking government officials and members of parliament, regarding corruption and the lack of implementation of the OMs to declare their assets as soon as possible. (Pajhwok)

---

**NATO Doesn’t Want to be in Afghanistan Forever**

**HELMAND** - A US official in Kabul, speaking on condition of anonymity, said on Tuesday that the five bases closed in Afghanistan, in compliance with the US-Taliban peace agreement, were in Helmand, Urgun, Pakhtika and Laghman provinces.

The US peace envoy for Afghanistan, Zalmay Khalilzad, in a tweet on Tuesday morning said: "As we look to the next phase of implementation under the Agreement, our approach will remain conditions based." He added the conditions were being met in the way of peace. (NIK)

---

**Five Bases Closed in Afghanistan: US Official**

The US-Taliban deal signed on February 29 has remained unimplemented in some parts of the agreement, such as a reduction in violence and intra-Afghan negotiations, which should have happened 93 days after the accord. The intra-Afghan talks have not begun and violence has not been reduced. Monday was the 93rd day after the deal was signed, which raises hopes among the Afghan people and political elites who believed it would lead to peace. (NIK)

Habiba Danish's Son Zubair Arrested, Says Report

**KABUL** - The Ministry of Interior Affairs on Tuesday day said police had arrested Wolosi Jirga member Habiba Danish's son Zubair as Talib's "Eagle." Recently people have been complaining in social media about Zubair for having illegal guns and behaviour.

The agreement gives his team 50% share in the cabinet he signed with President Ghani on May 17. The agreement authorises his team to take 50% of the cabinet seats and 50% of the portfolios. (NIK)
Three Killed in Faryab Mosque Shooting

FARYAB - At least three people were killed and eleven others were wounded on Tuesday morning in a blast in Sur o bi dis t r i c t of Kab ul prov ince, local of ficials told TOLOnews. The incident happened on Tuesday morning when a vehicle struck a roadside bomb in Jingal- ak village.

Women and children are among the victims, officials added. So far no group has claimed responsibility for the attack.

Afghanistan Cricket Board Lifts Playing Ban on Riaz Hassan

KABUL - The Afghanistan Cricket Board (ACB) has announced that Riaz Hassan, Afghanistan U19 National Team player's three-year ban has been lifted by ACB after almost 15 months. The ACB Discipline Committee said that upon showcasing better ability, Hassan can participate in formal and informal games.

Romance and marriage are on a very much on your mind today, Libra. A special conversation with a possible partner could have you hankering for happiness ever after. Be on the lookout for opportunities to meet new people. If you are single, you may find a great match. Channel your energy into these activities instead of quarreling. You’ll be glad you did.

Overal o Results: 

1. Libra (Sep 23-Oct 22) - You’re feeling especially fortunate today. You will go places and meet interesting people. The day will turn out to be comparatively good for you.

3. Virgo (Aug 23-Sep 22) - Today should bring pleasant and enjoyable experiences. A new opportunity may give you a chance to increase your financial wealth. You might also get some advice on how to manage your money better.

4. Leo (Jul 23-Aug 22) - You are probably feeling especially sexy. Virgo, and you might want to take some time out for a romantic dinner, if possible. You would especially enjoy going out, experimenting with a new outfit, and怎么回事. On a more mundane note, investments of other time or money should pay off, as could hard work performed in the past. Have a great day!
After the Coup Attempt by FETÖ, Turkish-Afghan Brotherhood Proved to Be Time-tested

By: Oğuzhan Ertugrul

P akistan said on the 12th that it has decided to allow Afghanistan to export potatoes from the Beacon vector through the 12th. It is not only to facilitate land trade between Afghanistan and Pakistan, but also for Pakistan to fulfill its commitment under the Transit Trade Agreement between the two countries. Afghanistan will experience a wave of potatoes trade enhancement. The statement is not only to ease the pressure on Pakistan’s agricultural sector, but also to enhance the bilateral trade between the two countries. We are committed to demonstrate our gratitude by providing every capacity to our Afghan friends, as long as it is needed. We are also thankful for the support provided by the Afghan authorities in this fight against the COVID-19. A handful of Afghanis who gave guidance, and help the FETÖ elements in Afghanistan should realize that their effort is in vain, and they will not be able to spoil this time-tested, and deep-ended relationship between the two brotherly nations. Oğuzhan Ertugrul is the Ambassador of Turkey in Afghanistan.

Promote Regional Cooperation in South Asia and Maintain Regional Peace and Prosperity

By: Huang Dekai, Gani Luting & Luo Shenghong

Promote regional cooperation in South Asia and maintain regional peace and prosperity.

The views and opinions expressed in the articles are those of the authors and do not reflect the views or opinions of the Daily Outlook Afghanistan.
Politicians Criticize ...

For Ministry of Martyrs and Disabled 'Nasir Ahmad Karimi Qahouk', a Deputy for Industry and Commerce and Assistant for the President of Agriculture and Agrarian Reform for the Independent Administrative Reform and Civil Service Commission (IAR CSC),

"I want to tell Mr. Abdullah that you are responsible to the people. He should tell (the people) what is the end of this strike for. He has done nothing for peace. He is doing nothing for the people's interests", said Abdul Rahim Shafiq, an MP.

Kabul residents brought a similar matter, to the attention of the Afghanistan’s central government. The government’s representatives said they had met with the przedescribed delegation and had agreed to settle the issue later.

In a closing remark, Stefano said NATO had a "strong and lasting interest" in the Afghan peace process. He said that NATO would contribute to creating a forum for regional cooperation and would also ensure that the peace deal, according to the agreement.

Tajikistan Puts ...

The KMT has been protesting the government’s plans to increase taxes, arguing that the decision is an attempt to penalize the opposition and maintain control over the government. The KMT has also called for the resignation of the Prime Minister, Lee Hsien Yang, and has threatened to stage large-scale protests if their demands are not met.

The Taliban and has an "enduring interest" in ensuring the security and stability of the region. The Taliban has repeatedly expressed its desire to negotiate a peace deal with the Afghan government and has called for an end to the violence and bloodshed.

Malaysia’s Prime Minister, Muhyiddin Yassin, has been grappling with political uncertainty since Mahathir was unexpectedly ousted as Prime Minister, leading to theformation of an alliance with the rival United Malays National Organization (UMNO) party that was defeated in a 2018 election.

The opposition, which now includes former Prime Minister Najib Razak, has been critical of the new government, accusing it of promoting racial division and mishandling the economy.

The "tempos and tenors of the recent exploits in Iran have been unusual. There is evidence that certain groups are planning a new kind of upsurge; shelling, rocket attacks against their targets", said Alireza Jafarzadeh, a Middle East expert at the Middle East Institute (MEI).

"The longer Tehran drags its foot, the more likely we are to see a change in the government in Iran and an end to the nuclear program", said Jafarzadeh.
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DAMASCUS - Three gunmen caught by the Syrian Army have told Russian media they were part of a US-backed militant group and had been sent on a spying mission in the Raqa governorate.

The detainees were shown to journalists near the city of Palmyra, which were delivered by the Syrian army. The three men claimed they belonged to the Revolution Commando Army, a militia group based around the US base in Tell al-Skeleton in southeast Syria.

According to the detainees, they left Al-Tanf on motorcycles and rode north to the reconnaissance mission in the Manbijus suburb of the city under government control.

Upon reaching their destination they were supposed to look for Syrian, Kurdish, and Iranian facilitators. They avoided major roads to dodge... (More on P4)...(10)

 masmak told, referring to the country’s prolonged lockdown measures - confinement, with its health, legal and social consequences. Macron said: "We advise the US side... (More on P4)...(13)

NEW DELHI - Bezos reported quick success in his bid to turn India’s Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s government into a new global financial hub. The prime minister expressed interest in doing so as a way to secure a new approach to addressing the country's dire financial situation.

The next day, the technology giant released more than 20,000 cases for the month of June. "It was... (More on P4)...(16)

ALMATY - Entry into the national parks, except for restricted areas, is prohibited on weekends, the three countries could be reconciled, their differences and security concerns are still at the heart of the current political landscape in Central Asia. Russian veterans said that the idea was to ban the entry into the national parks, except for restricted areas, in order to maintain the sanitary and social distance conditions as well as to make it possible to distribute the spread of the COVID-19 virus.

It is said it is possible to execute on foot or by bike, only on weekdays upon social distancing. The following rules should be observed: (1) wear face masks. Except while eating, drinking, or being involved in physical activity. (More on P4)...(18)

January through May 2020, compared to the same period of 2019, and amounted to $4.5 million, Turkey's Ministry of Trade told Trend.

In May 2020, Turkey exported $1.2 billion worth of cars, according to the ministry, which amounted to $4.5 million, having prepared the ascendancy of the US dollar against the lira. The prime minister said that the country's export of cars for the reporting period amounted to $12.1 percent of the country's total export. (More on P4)...(12)

A judge has reported investigating an armor: an anti-corruption mission had assigned a police... (More on P4)...(13)

Malaysia’s Opposition Gearing Up for Snap Polls, Says Potential PM

KULAI JUMPING - Malaysia’s opposition is preparing for early elections after a crucial vote in the lower house. Speaking in Dushanbe.

Azerbaijani forces have been on the frontline in the conflict with Armenia. The two sides said in a statement.

In addition, Turkish PM Erdogan, the country's prime minister, said that the government is currently working on a new law to address the challenges posed by the COVID-19 virus. (More on P4)...(15)

Turkey's exports of cars to Kyrgyzstan increased from $2.4 million in January through May 2020, compared to the same period of 2019, and amounted to $96.7 billion.

On the other hand, the country’s export of cars for May 2020 amounted to 12.1 percent of the country’s total export. (More on P4)...(11)

While some Iranian officials have been appointed to the country's parliament, the current situation is currently work... (More on P4)...(16)

The blasts reportedly occurred in the Mansoura subdistrict of the city of Palmyra, reported the Syrian army. The three gunmen had been sent on a spying mission by the Syrian army. They were supposed to look for Syrian, Kurdish, and Iranian facilitators. The three men claimed they belonged to the Revolution Commando Army, a militia group based around the US base in Tell al-Skeleton in southeast Syria.

According to the detainees, they left Al-Tanf on motorcycles and rode north for a reconnaissance mission in the Manbijus suburb of the city under government control. Upon reaching their destination they were supposed to look for Syrian, Kurdish, and Iranian facilitators. They avoided major roads to dodge... (More on P4)...(11)
Undercover Police Patrol Kabul Streets: MoI

KABUL - Afghanistan’s deputy interior minister on Tuesday announced formation of undercover police who patrol streets in Kabul. It is part of a new security charter plan, Deputy Interior Minister Abdul Saboor Qani said at a press conference.

He said that the aim of under covers is to detect and arrest criminals and assessing police action against criminals.

The official said that 20 criminals were arrested as a result of undercover police patrol over the past one week. Eleven vehicles 15 weapons were seized along with them. Twenty-four police were also arrested for misuse of authority and corruption, he said.

According to Qani, 64 security cameras were signed with local elites in Kabul over the past one week, and there were no crimes in their areas since then. Thirteen criminals were arrested. Sixty-six security cameras were installed in police districts of 2, 4, 5, 6, 10 and 11 of the city, which would help police detect criminals, he said.

Qani also said that drivers of passenger vehicles will undergo biometric registration as there were reports that the Taliban abduct people from certain vehicles. (TV NEWS)

Greenhouse Culture
Gains Momentum in Laghman

MEHTARLAM - The culture of greenhouses has strengthened in eastern Laghman province where increasing agriculture production helped improve the living condition of farmers.

Most of Laghmanis are associated with agriculture and earn their livelihood through this way. The growing trend of greenhouses in the province has satisfied people’s vegetable demand and has improved economic condition of farmers.

According to the provincial Agriculture Department, there are 21 greenhouses spread over two acres land and its establishment was satisfied people’s vegetable demand and has increased the trend to other districts as well.

He told Pajhwok Afghan News his green house was 800 square meters and its establishment was the living condition of farmers.

Increasing agriculture production helped improve the living condition of farmers. The official said that a number of greenhouses are working in the area.

He said most focus on greenhouses was in Mehtarlam and Qarabagh districts.

He told Pajhwok Afghan News the total IV bags consumed 4.2 million afs extra.

According to available documents, one IV bag, the original price of which is 45 afs, has been purchased for over 260 afs. In comparison with the market price, the total IV bags consumed 4.2 million afs extra.

A bill No. 67, dated April 2020, the Ministry of Public Health (MoPH) has spent above eight million Afghanis additional amount purchasing medicines, medical equipment and health products at corrupt rates for the Afghan-Japan Hospital, Pajhwok Afghan News learned reliably on Monday. According to available documents, one IV bag, the original price of which is 2.25 million, has been purchased for over 744 afs. In comparison with the market price, the total IV bags consumed 4.2 million extra.

KABUL - The Ministry of Public Health (MoPH) has spent above eight million Afghanis additional amount purchasing medicines, medical equipment and health products at corrupt rates for the Afghan-Japan Hospital, Pajhwok Afghan News learned reliably on Monday. According to available documents, one IV bag, the original price of which is 2.25 million, has been purchased for over 744 afs. In comparison with the market price, the total IV bags consumed 4.2 million extra.

According to the provincial Agriculture Department, the total IV bags consumed 4.2 million afs extra.

A bill No. 67, dated April 2020, the Ministry of Public Health (MoPH) has spent above eight million Afghanis additional amount purchasing medicines, medical equipment and health products at corrupt rates for the Afghan-Japan Hospital, Pajhwok Afghan News learned reliably on Monday. According to available documents, one IV bag, the original price of which is 2.25 million, has been purchased for over 744 afs. In comparison with the market price, the total IV bags consumed 4.2 million extras. (TV NEWS)